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It’s not uncommon to hear among conservative
evangelicals expressions of disdain – even outrage –
against paraphrases like The Message by Eugene
Peterson, or The Living Bible by Ken Taylor. It seems
to be assumed by many evangelicals that paraphrase
is some kind of wicked device to corrupt the word of
God. Or, at best, they may say something like, “Fine,
do it, but don’t you dare call it a Bible or read it for
your devotions!” And if you suggest you might use
one for study (gasp!), well, then you are clearly a
multi-headed beast like one might find in Revelation
and not a true believer. 

I am increasingly convinced that to hold such an
attitude is in fact to ignore huge swaths of Reformation history. The Message Bible, The Living Bible, and
other such projects, or really, the category of paraphrase in general, it turns out, has a much more rich and
respectable history than some would imagine. 

Paraphrase In The Days Of Jesus
When the NT was born, highly interpretive translations of the Hebrew Scripture into Aramaic, known as
targums/targumim, were already present in most synagogues. The Old Testament was of course written
largely in Hebrew. But after the Babylonian captivity, and later, the Hellenization of the East, Hebrew was
almost unknown apart from Jewish religious leaders. Aramaic and Greek became rather the common
languages. Thus translations into Greek (what we usually refer to, perhaps somewhat misleadingly, as the
Septuagint) appeared, as did the targums. Once Christianity separated from the synagogue, the
Septuagint would become its main Bible. But prior to that time, a targum was likely a common means of
Scripture being received by a diaspora Jew. 

I am no expert in rabbinic literature, but as I
understand it, these free Aramaic paraphrases were
still viewed as Scripture, despite the liberties of free
paraphrase. The late Jacob Neusner, the leading
expert on Judaism, explained that, “the targums
stand out from the other [rabbinic] texts. They
comprise continuous renditions of Scripture which
attempt to weave additional and interpretive
material into the translation in an inconspicuous
manner.” While all other forms of rabbinic literature
emphasize rabbinic authority, “The targums, by
contrast, erase individuals and even the knowledge
that interpretations derive from human beings. The
key difference is this: the targums present themselves
as Scripture, as divine revelation, while the rest of
rabbinic literature promotes human authority.”
Naturally, these paraphrases never replaced the
Hebrew text, being rather read alongside it. As we
will see next time, the very notion of one form of the
text "replacing" another stems from modern
presuppositions foreign to that age. 

In fact, while the date of the origin of the tradition is hard to pin down, the pattern of reading a few lines
of the Hebrew text followed immediately by Aramaic translation became standard in the synagogue. It is
quite likely that Jesus and the Apostles had been reared hearing these “Living Bibles” and having the
Hebrew text expanded and explained by them. Many scholars see Targum influence at many points in the
NT, and the likelihood of a Targum being read, for example, in Luke 4:14-30, causes some otherwise
mystifying elements of the biblical text to fall into place. That is, not only is it likely that Jesus and the
Gospel authors were influenced by these paraphrases, it's even possible at least that Jesus used them at
times in his own preaching.

Paraphrase In The First Christian Millennium
The NT and the Christian faith which it proclaimed were and are fundamentally translatable. From its
inception the message of the Christian faith, in contrast, for example, to that of Islam, was meant to be
put into every language of every people. It’s core to the Great Commission, because it’s core to the
Christian faith. N.T. Wright explains the Christian theological grounding for translation as being, 

that from the beginning the early Christians believed that Jesus was Israel’s Messiah and therefore the
rightful lord of all the world. This belief is etched across the New Testament, from the Magi offering
homage to the King of the Jews (Matthew 2.1-12) right through to the grand declaration, in the book
of Revelation (11.18), that ‘the kingdom of this world has passed to our Lord and his Messiah’. Put
Pentecost in the middle of that sequence, and we get the picture. It isn’t just that some non-Jews
might want to avail themselves of a new religious or spiritual opportunity. Nor is it the case, however,
that the early Christian message had to be ‘translated’ away from ‘Jewish’ thought-forms and into
‘non-Jewish’ ones in order to be ‘relevant’ to the wider world. It is, rather, the much more robust claim
– one that remains unknown to many modern western Christians! – that Israel’s Messiah was
supposed to be king over the whole world, and that the resurrection had demonstrated Jesus to be
this Messiah, this world-king….For the early Christians, Jesus was the monarch, king of all the world; so
the message had to be translated.

Translating the message into the world’s many languages is therefore organically linked to the central
claim of the gospel itself. Not to translate might imply, perhaps, that Jesus belonged, or belonged
specially, to one group only – a dangerous idea which some of the earliest New Testament writings
strongly opposed. The fact that the New Testament is written in Greek, not Hebrew or Aramaic, tells
its own story: this, the early writers were saying by clear implication, is the Jewish message for the
whole world. To translate is to imply that, just as the gospel of Jesus is for all people, so the early
Christian writings which bear witness to Jesus are for all people.  No doubt all human languages will
find it a challenge, this way or that, to express in their own idiom what the early Christians were trying
to say in theirs. Losing things in translation will always be a risk. But it’s a risk we recognise. It is the
same risk that all Christians face when they try to express their loyalty to Jesus in their own particular
lives and situations. Translation is difficult, but it is the same sort of difficulty as we face in
discipleship itself.

Translation has thus continued, with such a grounding, from the NT to today. 

"Translating the message into the world’s many languages

is...organically linked to the central claim of the gospel itself."
- N. T. Wright
(Tweet This)

But an odd shift occurred in the West. Because of the Christian claim that the very words of Scripture were
divine, those words were sometimes treated almost as if they had “magical” properties. Like a spell or
incantation, it was assumed that if you get a word wrong here or there, or change the order of words, even
when moving to another language, that the writing has somehow lost its power. My suspicion is that this
first came to full expression with Jerome. David Norton points out Jerome’s indebtedness to the
translation method of Cicero (what he says describes, “what is now known as dynamic equivalence
translation”). Jerome argues that Cicero’s dynamic translation method was ideal, and appropriate in most
works. But he, in passing, sharply distinguishes Scripture, which cannot be translated this way, for, “even
the order of the words is a mystery.” Jerome wrote;

For I myself not only admit but freely proclaim that in translating from the Greek (except in the case
of the holy scriptures where even the order of the words is a mystery) I render sense for sense and not
word for word….I am satisfied to quote the authority of the translator who has spoken as follows in a
prologue prefixed to the orations. “I have thought it right to embrace a labour which though not
necessary for myself will prove useful to those who study. I have translated the noblest speeches of the
two most eloquent of the Attic orators, the speeches which Æschines and Demosthenes delivered one
against the other; but I have rendered them not as a translator but as an orator, keeping the sense
but altering the form by adapting both the metaphors and the words to suit our own idiom. I have not
deemed it necessary to render word for word but I have reproduced the general style and emphasis. I
have not supposed myself bound to pay the words out one by one to the reader but only to give him
an equivalent in value.” Again at the close of his task he says, “I shall be well satisfied if my rendering
is found, as I trust it will be, true to this standard. In making it I have utilized all the excellences of the
originals, I mean the sentiments, the forms of expression and the arrangement of the topics, while I
have followed the actual wording only so far as I could do so without offending our notions of taste. If
all that I have written is not to be found in the Greek, I have at any rate striven to make it correspond
with it.” Horace too, an acute and learned writer, in his Art of Poetry gives the same advice to the
skilled translator:—

And care not thou with over anxious thought
To render word for word.

Norton concludes that established traditional language and the notion of the divinity of the Scripture text
kept Jerome’s actual biblical translation from attaining his own stated translation ideals. I suspect it did
more than that. I suspect it caused Christian reading of the Bible for the next millennium to adopt some
of that "magic words" attitude towards the text, which meant that instead of translating the text into a
receptor language, far too many would see the ideal as being simply the bringing of the words and forms
into the receptor language. That is, dynamic translation, and paraphrase, had been, in a sense, banished as
unworthy of the biblical text. For once employed, it rendered the text no longer biblical at all. The
"mysteries" hidden even in the word order of the Bible would have been lost, and thus, so would the Bible
have been.

This grew, quite clearly, from a commendable desire to exalt Scripture. The claim that the Scriptural text is
the very word - indeed the very words -  of God, divine in origin, is the historic Christian view (though not
one that has been without its challenges). Scripture is thus different from any other literature, as
Christians have always rightly recognized. But the temptation to so exalt and emphasize the divine origin
of Scripture that we neglect or even deny its human expression is one that always remains with the
Church. It seems to have expressed itself here in the notion that Scripture wasn't only different in that it
was not merely human, but that it was also different in not being human at all. 

This might seem on the surface a higher view of Scripture, but is actually a lower one. In its desire to exalt
the divine authority of Scripture, it ends up trapping it in a box of form, as though the slightest change in
form would mute the voice of God in the text. The reality is that God's voice, given in a particular form, is
more powerful than our inabilities to translate it perfectly. Wright is right; Jesus is not to be claimed by one
language, and the Scriptures cannot be so restricted to their form that a paraphrase of them loses its
power. Scripture is stronger than that. And this, it turns out, is part of what the Reformation would itself
emphasize. 

Notably, most of the same objections that could be (and sometimes are) brought against paraphrase
today could in fact be (and sometimes have been) levied against the notion of vernacular translation
altogether. That is, the same theological grounding that supports translation to begin with also offers
powerful argument for the value of paraphrase. Once the Reformation argument had been made for
translation at all, the argument for paraphrase had, at least theologically, already come along with it. 

Paraphrase In Reformation England
Jerome’s notion that the biblical text should be treated differently than any other text we would translate,
as though there were some magic contained in word order, would prevail for the next thousand years in
the West. But it wouldn’t last forever. Winds and pre-stirrings of Reformation caused religious assumptions
to be challenged, especially those related to the biblical texts. Naturally, the first and most important of
those was a return to and prioritizing of the original tongues, in the spirit of the humanists. Yet the
corresponding move must not be forgotten, which was that the original tongues were authentical, but that
Scripture wasn't trapped in those tongues. It could and must be put into other tongues. The same
confessions that would later capture this spirit by arguing that the original tongues must be given priority,
also usually went on to argue that translation was not only possible and allowable, but also theologically
necessary (see the same two part argument in the later preface to the KJV, between what is labeled at that
site as paragraph 5 and 6). This balance - giving priority to the original tongues, but not restricting
Scripture to those tongues - was key to Reformation views of the text. Reformation winds were
stirring. These stirrings in English translations are our concern here.

The Wycliffite Later Versions
Most are aware today that John Wycliffe and his
Lollard followers were the first to bring the Bible into
English in full form in the late 14th century. Of
course, they were translating Jerome’s Latin Vulgate
into English, not the original Greek and Hebrew – a
thought impossible at the time. What is not as well
known is that their work falls into two basic types;
the “Early Version/s” and the “Later Version/s.” These
are distinguished, as David Daniell notes at
length (pg. 77-95), by their translation technique. In the Later Version, "the Latin constructions have been
replaced — though by no means completely — by something resembling native idiom."

The early versions were sharply literal, maintaining the Latin word order, even though it was poor English.
Almost as though a crib for students and scholars just learning the language. The later versions were much
more idiomatic, translating sense instead of just words. Hundreds of these manuscripts survive even today,
showing their wide popularity and distribution among the common people. And yet, the vast majority of
what survives are copies of the Later Version, for this is what was far more popular with the common
people. In fact, the editors of the standard printing of the Wycliffe Bible note that the creation of the Later
Version and its wide popularity, "caused the early version to fall into disuse," for;

The new version was eagerly sought after, and read. Copies passed into the hands of all classes of the
people….The multiplication of copies must have been rapid. Nearly one hundred and fifty Mss.
containing the whole or parts of Purvey’s Bible, the majority of which were written within the space of
forty years from its being finished, have been examined for the present edition. Others are known to
have existed within the last century; and more, there can be no doubt, have escaped inquiry; how
many have perished it is impossible to calculate. But when it is remembered that from the first the
most active and powerful measures were take to suppress the version,—that strict inquisition was
made for the writings and translations of Wycliffe, Hereford, Ashton and Purvey,—that they were
burnt and destroyed as most noxious and pernicious productions of heretical depravity,—and that all
who were known to possess them were exposed to severe persecution;—and then if there be taken
into account the number of Mss. which in the course of four or five centuries have been destroyed
through accident or negligence, it is not too much to suppose that we have now but a small portion of
those which were originally written.

The Later Version doesn't quite approach paraphrase of the Latin, but it is a clear step towards it away
from the literal method of its predecessor. That is, it wasn’t the woodenly literal English translation of the
Bible that first captured the English mind and made way for English Reformation – it was dynamic
translation that sought to convey sense rather than words. 

The Paraphrases Of Erasmus
Of course, William Tyndale was the first to translate the NT into English directly from Greek, and his work
forms the basis of virtually all English translations today. But he translated the Greek text of Erasmus.
Erasmus had himself created a revision of the Latin Vulgate (later its own whole new Latin translation),
with the Greek text alongside it, having no idea the effect that a printed Greek text could have in an
atmosphere ripe with desire to return to the sources. 

But that work he did largely for scholars. For the common people, he knew a less literal translation would
be needed. Over the course of time between 1517-1524, he released paraphrases on each book of the New
Testament except Revelation. As he explains in the dedicatory letter to Romans, the first he published
(CWE 42), his goal was to make Paul’s sometimes difficult and heavy writing more “accessible and
attractive”; 

I shall think, however, that my efforts have been
richly rewarded, if I can feel that as a result Paul
has become somewhat more attractive and
certainly more accessible to your Eminence, and
through you to the rest of Rome, to whom it is
right that he should be most attractive and most
accessible. For I know well how many people
have been deterred from reading him hitherto
by the strangeness of the language, and how
many more by the difficulty of disentangling and
understanding what he says, wrong though it is
that any inconveniences should deter men from
such fruitful reading. It is the distaste or the
despair of such people that I have tried to
remedy by this enterprise of mine, so balancing
my work that he who rejects any change in the
letter of Holy Writ may use it as a commentary,
while he who is free from such superstition may
hear the voice of Paul himself.

These Paraphrases by Erasmus were quickly translated into English. And these, the Bible in English, in a
paraphrase, were part of the warp and woof of Reformation in England. David Daniell notes; 

Protestantism was biblical. After the 1530s, Bibles in English were everywhere, the whole Bible, well
printed, and, by government command, intended to be open for reading in all 9,000 parish churches
(with, also in every parish church, Erasmus’s Paraphrases of the New Testament, in English, open
alongside for guidance, a matter rarely mentioned in history books). Bibles were read aloud in
churches and other gatherings: even under Queen Mary, large assemblies to read, hear and study the
Bible in major cities like London and Bristol were left untouched. 

Daniell is quite right that the effect of the Paraphrases of Erasmus has been all but ignored. One reason
for this is that historians have typically assumed that the Paraphrases had little effect in the Reformation,
and even less effect in English translation overall. But as Daniell notes, they were placed by command in
every parish church. The Reformers and the men and women of Reformation were reared on the Bible in
common English Paraphrase – not just literal translation of it. 

What Did The Paraphrases Of Erasmus Feel Like?
To give simply a brief sample, one might take a well-known passage like John 3:16. Here is how Erasmus
paraphrased it (note that this is a modern English rendering of his Latin paraphrase); 

For who was going to believe that God's love for a world in rebellion against him and in bondage to so
many crimes was so great that he not only did not avenge the wrongs that had been committed but
even sent his only Son down from heaven to earth and surrendered him to death, even the most
shameful death of the cross, so that every human being, whether Jew or Greek or barbarian, who
believed in him would not perish but would attain everlasting life through the gospel faith?
- John 3:16 in The Paraphrase of Erasmus, CWE 46

Or take another example from his Paraphrase of Romans (link above). The simple, “Paul, a servant of
Christ Jesus, called to be an apostle, set apart for the gospel of God,” in Romans 1:1 becomes in the
paraphrase of Erasmus;

I am Paul, though formerly Saul, that is, I have become peaceful, though formerly restless, until
recently subject to the law of Moses, now freed from Moses, I have been made a servant of Jesus
Christ. Not that I am a deserter or forsaker of my former tradition, but I have been summoned to the
duty of this mission, and I am now more happily separated than I was before, when as a champion of
the pharisaical sect, I wandered about in error, impiously pious, ignorantly learned. But now at last I
am truly worthy of the name pharisee, inasmuch as I have been set apart and chosen by Christ
himself to undertake a task far more glorious, namely, the preaching of the gospel of God.

To say that Erasmus is being “interpretive” is to put it mildly. All kinds of notions about Saul’s conversion,
calling and election, Paul’s view of Judaism, the relation of the Law to the Christian, and the preeminence
of gospel preaching have been imported into the text. In fact, the paraphrase of Romans is roughly three
times the size of the book of Romans itself, as Erasmus expands interpretively each section to make his
take on Paul clear in simple language. 
 

How Much Impact Did The Paraphrases Have?
Edward VI's royal injunctions of July 1547 (read a simpler paraphrase here) stipulated that the clergy of
every parish church, 

shall provide within three months next after this visitation, one book of the whole Bible of the largest
volume in English; and within one twelve months next after the said visitation, the "Paraphrasis" of
Erasmus also in English upon the Gospels, and the same set up in some convenient place within the
said Church that they have cure of, whereas their parishioners may most commodiously resort unto
the same and read the same.

The royal injunctions went on later to stipulate that,
 

every parson, vicar, curate, chantry-priest, and stipendiary, being under the degree of a bachelor of
divinity, shall provide and have of his own, within three months after this visitation, the New
Testament both in Latin and in English, with Paraphrasis upon the same of Erasmus and diligently
study the same, conferring the one with the other.

These injunctions, with slight modification, would be kept in force repeatedly. 

So how much impact did this work of Erasmus, now spread widely by royal command, have? A marvelous
study of the impact of the Paraphrases of Erasmus was conducted by a group of the world's leading
Erasmus scholars here. In his chapter, Forming a Protestant Consciousness? Erasmus’ Paraphrases in
English Parishes, 1547–1666, John Craig notes that, with this injunction;

“at a stroke the crown had made compulsory the purchase of the English translation of Erasmus'
Paraphrases by every parish in the realm, by almost every cleric and probably, albeit rather more
obliquely, by every cathedral. Furthermore, the function of this text differed with the context. For the
laity it was seen as a second Bible full of wholesome teaching, required to be made available within
the body of the church for all to come and read, listen to, observe, and wonder at. Here we may see a
reflection of the Erasmian dictum that the Word possessed enlightening power. Yet this was also a
text for clerical instruction, mediating between the Latin text of the Bible and the English translation.
These requirements remained in force throughout Edward VI’s reign.”

He cites from a preface of Nicholas Udall to a revision of the Paraphrases in 1552 to highlight the impact
they continued to have long after the short Edwardian era;

…the paraphrases of Erasmus upon the new testament, of late set furth in the Englishe tongue, and by
the Kynges maiesties injunccions appointed and commaunded to be had in every churche of England,
have been an occasion aswel of much more knowlege and understanding of the true sense and veyne
of holy scripture to the pastours and curates of this Royalme, as also of muche godly edifying to the
vulgare people…

He raises the common objection that historians have often claimed that the Paraphrases had little effect,
but concludes rather that; 

The parochial evidence, partial and fragmentary though it is, suggests the opposite: that the
Paraphrases was widely purchased and used, that it was instrumental in making the New Testament in
English available and known to clergy and people, and that it was the chief means by which Erasmus
was claimed for the English reformed church.

That is, far from being totally unimportant as the neglect by historians might suggest, the Paraphrases of
Erasmus were a major source by which the Bible came to the English people, and thus built the foundation
for Reformation (and for the English claim to Erasmus as a forerunner of that Reformation). English
Reformation, far from demanding only literal translation, as is sometimes assumed, and rejecting
paraphrase, was, at least in part, built upon it as a foundation.

The Paraphrases Of Erasmus And The KJV
In fact, Craig points out that Archbishop Bancroft, who headed the King James Translators in creating the
1611 KJV, noted the impact of the Paraphrases in a letter to the Bishops in 1610 asking for Jewell’s work to
be included in the Parishes as well; 

In the late queenes tyme of worthy memory,
every parrish was driven to buy Erasmus
Paraphrase uppon the New Testament and the
said bishops Replye against Hardinge, one of the
said books delivering plainly to every man's
understanding the true sense and meaning of
the whole New Testament and the other
conteyninge a very notable and learned
confutation of all the principall points almost of
popery. And therfore forasmuch as the same
true causes which moved her late maiestie to
impose the said bookes uppon every parrish doe
remayne still in force, there beinge more
recusantes now then at that tyme, I have
thought it my dutie very hartely to intreate your
lordship soe to deale with your chancellor,
commissary, archdeacons and officiall, as by
theire meanes and your owne, with the reste of
the preachers and ministers of your diocesse,
they may induce theire parishioners to be willinge, every parrish to buye one of the works of Bishop
Jewell.
- Richard Bancroft 

Craig concludes that, “The regard with which Bancroft speaks of the Paraphrases as late as 1610 is
impressive testimony to the work's lingering importance.” In fact, it highlights even the impact that these
paraphrases would have had upon every one of the King James Translators themselves. Sometimes viewed
as the greatest work of literal Bible translation ever created, every single one of the Translators of the King
James Bible had already drank deeply from the “Living Bible” of their day. 

These brief strands are just some of the ways that paraphrase has had an important place in Christian
history, and an especially important place in English Reformation. 

Are There Limits And Dangers? Yes
Next time, we shall go on to trace paraphrase even further among those who produced the KJV. We will
also note the limitations of paraphrase (yes, there are some), and perhaps even, dangers. It is enough for
now to note that whether one chooses to make use of it or not, paraphrase has a long and rich history,
and especially so in English Bibles of the Reformation. 

As Erasmus would say, use it as a commentary if your scruples require; but if free from such superstitions,
know that you can hear within a paraphrase the very voice of God himself. 

"...he who rejects any change in the letter of Holy Writ may use

[paraphrase] as a commentary, while he who is free from such

superstition may hear [in it] the voice of Paul himself."
- Erasmus of Rotterdam
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So honor the Reformation today in a way you perhaps did not expect, and read a few chapters from the
Living Bible, The Message, or the favorite paraphrase of your own choice. 
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